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Tickets

3-day pass: 395 SEK, 350 SEK for students and those under 26
One day: 195 SEK (no discount)

 Tickets are available at Tickster.com. 

Our bar will be open where you can buy snacks and food. Inkonst is a card-only venue, 
so leave your cash at home. 

Follow us:  Instagram @eareyefestival
 Facebook Inkonst

 inkonst.com/eareye

Partners:

Supported by:

Making EAREYE festival is a dream come true for me; a 
dancer turned musician turned choreographer turned 
curator. It’s a dream come true because EAREYE is a festival 
that intends to listen as it looks. It’s an unapologetically 
attention-oriented extravaganza. It’s a trip. It’s a place for the 
entanglement of sound and movement; of music and 
dance; of thought and choreography; of meaning and matter. 

The choreographer Deborah Hay says, “It’s not what you do, 
it’s how you perceive” and in a similar way this festival 
focuses more on attention than on representation. It gathers 
artists that are artisans of attention; who carve out, 
mold and shape our listening and our looking. It gathers artists 
whose ethics are engraved in how they practice attention.

EAREYE includes choreographic works that are poems; highly 
performative concerts; a dance that examines the body 
as a musical instrument; another that is music for the eye. In a 
visually dominated art form, this festival turns to look at the ear. 

With EAREYE I hope to create a place for indulging in deep 
and playfully obsessive attention. The artists explore 
their material in such depth and in such detail, that in doing 
so, they reveal a multiplicity of manifestations; of humor, of 
tragedy, of thought, of movement and of music. 

 Alma Söderberg 
 Curator of the festival, choreographer
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All EAREYE performances will take place at Inkonst or 
Inter Arts Center, both located at Bergsgatan 29 in Malmö. 

Graphic design & artwork: 
Daniel Christensen
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Workshops 
The week leading up to the festival Danscentrum Syd will 
be hosting workshops led by some of the artists performing 
at EAREYE. Danscentrum Syd is an organization for the 
freelance contemporary dance field located in the same 
building as Inkonst. 

All workshops will have 4 spots reserved for people with a 
3-day festival pass. For more information about the workshops 
and how to secure your spot, check out inkonst.com/eareye. 

Closing ritual
After the festival, on Sunday March 8th, we travel across 
the bridge to our friends and neighbours at Dansehallerne 
for a closing ritual for EAREYE. 

Dansehallerne will present a Deborah Hay double bill, 
showing both The Man Who Grew Common in Wisdom and 
The Match. So if you were unable to see The Match on 
Thursday or just need more Hay magic in your life this is 
your chance. 

Before and after the performances we join forces and 
celebrate, chill and let the nutrients of the festival experience 
absorb into our bodies. 

More info at inkonst.com/eareye 

Thursday 
March 5th
Cullberg / Deborah Hay 
The Match

Sofia Jernberg
One Pitch: Birds for Distortions 
and Mouth Synthesizers

Friday 
March 6th
Jeanine Durning 
inging

Janine Harrington 
Screensaver Series

Tian Rotteveel 
Breathtaking

Sukitoa o Namau (live)

Saturday 
March 7th
Jeanine Durning
inging

Cecilia Elinor Bengtsson
Way Forward Touch
 
Rani Nair
Memory Lab

Cara Tolmie & Susanna Jablonski
Gender of Sound
 
Olivia Riviere & Lisen Pousette
Ever Losing

Stina Fors (live)

Program



Works in Progress 
At EAREYE we have the honor to present a few works that 
are still becoming, growing and being birthed, works that 
are in progress. To see a piece before it is polished and fully 
set in stone is a beautiful thing, and we highly encourage 
you to experience these works and perhaps take the op por-
tunity to talk to the artists about what they made you think 
and feel. 
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Jeanine Durning &
Tian Rotteveel Dark Matters

Both Jeanine and Tian will present their own separate 
performances during the festival, but since they 
also collaborate and Dark Matters is a really cool pro-
ject we asked them to give us a bit of their creative 
process as a little snack. 

Dark Matters is a paradoxical practice of meta-
morphing and de-creating, looking at the self as a 
provisional and variable state. Beginning in a 
room that is displaced, misplaced and upended, Dark 
Matters uses rhythm and relation as modes of 
self-assemblage and self-interrogation in the midst 
of an ever-shifting environment.

Cecilia Bengtsson 
Way Forward Touch

Cecilia Bengtsson is an artist and classically trained
musician who lives and works in Amsterdam.
She creates art experiences for audiences and par-
ticipants where she explores relations between
humans, sounds and sculptural objects specifically
focused on the concept of letting go. During
February and March she will work in residency at
Inter Arts Center with her project Way Forward
Touch, where she works with visually impaired people
creating workshops where participants explore
sculptural objects and sound relations together. Here
she will share experiences and results from her
time in residency in the form of a lecture.

Presented in collaboration with Inter Arts Center.
With support by Synskadades Riksförbund.

This lecture will be held in Swedish



An iconic masterpiece, funny and odd – The Match has been 
described as “a fascinating, vibrant battle of wits”. The 
work by legendary choreographer Deborah Hay is a quartet 
of many layers with four solos within it, solos that are 
spontaneously cast each night by who from the quartet steps 
up to perform. Each time a different solo is highlighted. 

Choreography: Deborah Hay
Original lighting design: Jennifer Tipton
Reworked lighting design: Ivan Wahren
Costume: Marita Tjärnström
Rehearsal director: Lisa Drake
With Adam Schütt, Agnieszka Sjökvist 
 Dlugoszewska, Anand Bolder, Eleanor 
 Campbell, Suelem de Oliveira da Silva and 
 Unn Faleide (Four dancers, interchanging cast) 
Cullberg is part of Riksteatern

Cullberg/
Deborah Hay

The Match

The Match contains meditation like exercises that invisibly 
bind the dancers to the material by establishing a mental, 
emotional, and bodily rigor that is visible in the performance. 
The work is built on the nature of experience, attention 
and perception.

“Dance is my form 
of political activism” 

Deborah Hay
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The Match is summed up in one question: “What if the 
potential to perceive time and space as unique and original, 
is not a theme, or movement style, or goal, but a frame for 
the performers to engage their bodily intelligence through a 
choreography of material that challenges definition?”

Deborah Hay, born 1941 in Brook-
lyn, has achieved icon status 
among choreographers. Her work 
was formulated in the 1960s 
experimental Judson Dance Thea-
tre in New York, one of the most 
radical and influential postmodern 
art movements. Hay’s dances 

center on undoing the body’s 
reliance on learned behavior by 
enlarging the field from which 
a dancer can resource movement. 
She spent many years choreogra-
phing solo works for notable artists 
including Mikhail Baryshnikov. 



Sofia Jernberg
One Pitch: Birds for 
Distortions and 
Mouth Synthesizers

Powerhouse experimental vocalist Sofia Jernberg is known 
across the world for her compositions, spectacular 
improvisations and the unique palette of sounds she com-
mands. In her performance at EAREYE she will take us 
through the incredible acoustic possibilities of the human 
throat, exploring and extending its scope without the aid of 
external or electronic effects. 
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Born in Ethiopia and currently based in Stockholm and Oslo, 
Sofia Jernberg is developing the “instrumental” possibilities 
of the voice. Her singing vocabulary includes sounds and 
techniques that often contradict a natural singing style. She 
has dug deep into split tone singing, pitchless singing and 
distorted singing.

Using simply one voice in a room her solo vocal performance 
focuses on the sound qualities of the human voice. Text 
or anything that can be perceived as language has been 
washed away in the creative process. She possesses 
remarkable pitch control, guiding her crystalline voice through 
all sorts of swoops, intervals, and wordless flurries. 

Whether embroidering or radically reinventing written 
themes or deploying a huge arsenal of extended tech-
niques, her machinations always feel tightly woven into the 
fabric of whatever project she’s involved with.

Photo: Jon Edergren



Jeanine Durning
inging

Inging is a choreography of the mind. It’s a rush of uninter-
rupted and unscripted speech that tracks 
the velocity of thought and maps the terrain of 
a shared present moment. Durning applies 
her physical practice of “nonstopping” to the act 
of speaking, invoking a force that is at once 
internal and external, physical and metaphysi-
cal. Spoken language stutters, flows, loops, 
and leaps in a dance dictated by exacting 
discipline. As thoughts emerge as words, and 
words emerge from the body, inging brings 
both speaker and listener to a place of paradoxi-
cal intimacy.

This is inging, a torrent of words that shows how language is 
used to connect with others and to find a place in this ever-
shifting world, one that shapes the way we see ourselves and 
vice versa. Part spoken word performance, part reverie, 
part dance, part oral biography, Jeanine Durning’s inging is 
a choreography of the mind, moving in the continuous 
present. inging refers to the suffix “ing” in the English language. 
“ing” is used to express actions that are still in progress, that 
haven’t yet ended.

Jeanine Durning is a choreo-
grapher, performer and teacher 
from New York, creating solo 
and group works since 1998. Her 
research is grounded in choreo-
graphy as ontological inquiry 
– exploring questions of who we 
are, the nature of perception 
and relation, and the slippery terrain 
of invented narratives of self 
and other. Her work has been 
described by The New Yorker as 
having “the potential for philo-

sophical revelation and theatrical 
disaster.” Her current research 
deals with a practice she calls 
nonstopping which she began to 
develop in 2009.

Inging has a limited capacity of 
50 people. It will play one time on 
Friday and one time on Saturday. 
Please refer to the online schedule 
for exact hours. 
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Screensaver Series

Screensaver Series is inspired by the obsolete screen-
saving programmes of early computing. This live kaleido-
scopic installation is comprised of sound coding and 
dance performance offering activity within “inactivity” much 
like meditation or hypnosis. Performers creep, crawl, 
push, signal, yield, flex, hold, stroke, reappear and reabsorb 
one another with a rhythm, scale and pace that traverses 
the granular to the grandiose. The perpetual movement 
references the natural world, care-taking and metamorphosis.

Concept, choreography, costume: Janine Harrington  
Sound coding and Performance: Jamie Forth
Dance performance: Vanessa Abreu, Iris Chan, 
 Janine Harrington, Stella Papi, Elisa Vassena 
Producer: Kat Bridge

“Watching the ensemble 
perform is like watching an 

intelligent, interplanetary, 
serpentine lifeform mechani

cally glide through outer 
space to land blow after blow 
on the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex of my brain.”
Adam Moore, dance art journal 

Janine Harrington is a British 
choreographer, performer 
and writer. Her works explore game 
structures, play, access, neuro-
diversity and the poetics of move-
ment practices. Her recent work, 
the kaleidoscopic Screensaver 
Series (that premiered at Dance 
Umbrella 2018) foregrounds 
these interests and is currently 
touring. 

Janine has honed her practice 
alongside performing in gallery 
and museum contexts across 
Europe, teaching, writing, mento-
ring and advocating around 
neurodiversity and artist leader-
ship. She is Align artist with 
South East Dance and Re-Search
artist with Dance Umbrella/
ResCen Network.

Experience a hypnotic, kaleido scopic installation which is always in motion.
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Janine 
Harrington

Photo: Roswitha Chesher



Breathtaking explores an erratic wondering music-making 
body. Following a performer’s private relation to all that 
makes sound. Finding specific sounding materiality along 
the way and organizing its frequencies and distribute it 
into a room, creating a listening effect. Whether breath, gestu-
re, voice, or any sound-making resources, everything 
what feels useful to the performer to create sonic happenings 
in the room, but as well to understand what is the next 
thing to do. Inquiring if the state of listening could be the 
choreographic score of the room. What if choreography could 
be the mere choreography of attention?

Choreography, performance, sound: Tian Rotteveel 
With kind support from: Skogen, Espace Darja 
 Casablanca, Inter Arts Center, Inkonst 

Any sound or gesture that appears tells as much about pro-
ducing sound as listening to it. The performer makes 
his way through tinkering between meaningful and useless, 
between composed and self happening, between pleasure 
and failure, meandering around in the sirupy intersection 
between music and dance. 

Tian Rotteveel

 Breathtaking
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Tian Rotteveel is a Berlin based 
composer and performer. In his 
work he integrates sound and 
movement as one joined practice. 
Coming from a attitude of dance 
practices towards composition 
offered a whole different perspec-
tive on what composition could be.



Sukitoa O Namau 
(live)

Sukitoa o Namau is a Moroccan experimental sound artist
and researcher. Using field recordings and processed 
sounds, she delves into concepts and processes such as 
fascination, hypnosis, aura and trance. Her intense live 
performance could best be described as  a vortex of 
apocalyptic electronic sounds and distorted traditional 
Moroccan sounds.

Her background is rooted into contemporary dance, perform-
ing arts and visual arts. She also has an academic path in 
Performing Arts and Theater Studies, where she centered 
her fields of study on the relations existing between Dance 
and Image in contemporary dance works.

In her performances she blurs the 
lines between sound art and 
production, which connects to her 
focus on what she refers to as 
“Choreographic Thresholds” or a 
possible dance below and beyond 
the dancing body.
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Photo: Udo Siegfriedt

Photo: Graham Hardy 



How can dance, movement and 
memories of movements become 
inherited or carried on? Memories 
and archives have been a recurring 
theme for several years, both in 
Rani Nair’s own works and through 
projects she has been invited to. 
Now she has created Memory Lab, 
a participatory performance that 
takes place in complete darkness.

Using dance and memories as her point of departure Rani 
Nair has created Memory Lab to be a space where the 
audience explore how to embody a memory. You will be part 
of participatory choreographies that pushes the concepts 
of canon and tradition, while experiencing a unique closeness 
to your own and other people’s memories. 

Rani Nair
Memory Lab

By: Rani Nair
Graphic design: Cecilia Höglund
Dramaturgy: Nasim Aghili 
Set & costume design: Joanna Ekström
Sound consultant: Malin Holgersson
Supported by: Swedish Arts Council, Lunds 
 Kommun, Stenkrossen. Made in re sidency at 
 Inter Arts Centre Malmö & Ufer Studio Berlin 
 through The Swedish Arts Grants Committee.

In her choreographic practice 
Rani is interested in post-colonial 
conflicts and the body in social 
contexts. Her previous works 
have dealt with memories from a
 highly personal post-colonial 
perspec tive using the intersections 
of western dance canon and 
indian contemporary and traditio-
nal dance.

Memory Lab has a very limited 
capacity of 10 people. It will 
play several times during the festi
val to make sure as many people 
as possible can experience it. 
Please refer to the online schedule 
for exact times. 
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Gender of Sound is an artistic research and development 
project led by artists Susanna Jablonski and Cara Tolmie 
that explores past, present and future debates on the position 
of gender, performativity and resistance within sound.

Attempting to find new ways to listen together with specific 
emphasis on how we might perceive music through a 
frame of gender, the project hosts an ongoing series of Liste-
ning Sets and Listening Sessions.

For a Listening Session each presenter is asked to bring a 
sound or piece of music that they wish to discuss in relation 
to the word ‘gender’. Those sharing will not be expected 
to present these to the group as an expert, rather the object 
of this session is to excavate all the signs and associations 
that we can from each sound/piece together in discussion. 
During these sessions we ask the person presenting to be 
the last in the group to reflect on the music.

These offerings have touched upon such questions as co r-
rupting gendered categorisations of voices in choirs, 
subjective narratives in response to Latin American remix 
cultures, the spatial politics of DJ:ing and comprehending 
percussion histories through trans experience.

Gender of Sound is funded by The Royal Institute of Art in 
Stockholm 2018–2020.

Cara Tolmie & 
Susanna Jablonski

Cara Tolmie works from within the intersections of 
performance, music and moving image. In her 
solo works she explores disrupting the affective eco-
nomies revolving around ‘the singer’ through 
restrictive uses of the repeated and defamiliarized 
voice. Collaboration is a contingent aspect of her 
ongoing practice both in the making of works as well 
as more expanded research projects. 

Susanna Jablonski is a Stockholm-based artist 
working in sculpture, video, and sound composition. 
Often combining highly crafted sculptures and 
vernacular objects within an immersive installation 
architecture, her work investigates the ontological 
value of materials and bodies – how they sustain 
or disintegrate, and how meaning is ascribed to the 
places and times they inhabit.
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Gender 
of Sound



Olivia Riviere & Lisen Pousette

Ever Losing

With a background in choir singing and a shared interest in 
working with voice practices, Olivia Riviere and Lisen 
Pousette’s work is based on growling: a dark and aggressive 
male-coded vocal technique used in music styles such as 
death metal and grindcore. 

By breaking away from the stereotypes of metal music and 
its aesthetic clichés, the sound is twisted into relational 
images such as the hug, holding hands, dancing cheek 
to cheek – all elements of duality, twosomeness, friendship 
and lesbian love.

The idea of the broken permeates the piece, whether it is 
broken language, broken time or broken as in being indebted.

”When death takes 
something from you 

give it back” 
 Naja Maria Aidt

Ever Losing resists moving on or getting through. It stays at 
the site of the loss and keeps returning to the position of 
the loser, the broken one, while listening to the sound of broken 
bodies. Or, maybe it’s just two losers dancing in the break. 

Choreography and performance: 
 Lisen Pousette & Olivia Riviere 
Sound: Karis Zidore
Mentor: Anna Efraimsson, 
 Malin Arnell 
Thanks to: Anna Efraimsson 
 & Josefine Wikström 
Light consultance: Jenny Larsson 
Sound design: Kristian Pedersen 
Costume consultance: Tove Dreiman
Photos: Sophie Bäärnhielm Pousette

Lisen Pousette is a choreographer and dancer 
based in Stockholm, recently graduated from DOCH’s 
MA programme in choreography. Lisen is educated 
in dance at ArtEZ, Arnhem, and was during her study 
time part of the Netherland-based collective Baby 
Skin. Lisen is part of organizing the weekly POSSE 
dance- and reading group’s gatherings and play 
drums in black metal-punk band Moddervarken.

Olivia Riviere is a dancer and choreographer based 
in Copenhagen. Since receiving her diploma from 
The Danish National School of Performing Arts in 
2015 she’s been involved in DANSEatelier – a place 
and a group of 11 performing artists coexisting with 
dance. Lately she has been working with artists 
such as Marie Topp, Karis Zidore, Anders Paulin, Sara 
Gebran and Lisen Pousette
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Stina Fors is a drummer, singer, choreographer and perfor-
mance artist. She is a punk band. She sometimes kills 
with a loud voice, sometimes seduce until exhaustion. She 
uses the hammering of her drums, her voice and body 
to create conditions for extreme situations and sensations 
– danger, seducing to the limits of exhaustion, lubricating 
one’s soul. What are the possible epiphanies of the sounding 
body? She is preparing a performative concert in which 
rhythm can traverse into saturated voices and rhythms.

Stina Fors (live) Her performances are a union of music, poetry and travesty. 
Her lyrics are not bare words; they are fused with spits 
and fluids, a certain wetness, lubricating with its fine tones 
and nuances, but also its untamed states. The central 
question of her work is: What are the possible epiphanies of 
the sounding body?
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Stina Fors is based in Amster-
dam and performs in different 
contexts; performance, theater 
and music. She is a regular 
performer in the underground 
scene where she shares the 
line up with various bands. 
She just received the moving 

forward trajectory 2020 at Dans-
makers (NL) – a young choreo-
graphers award with full production 
support. She graduated from 
SNDO – School for new dance de-
velopment in Amsterdam.

Photo: Nelle de Boer

Photo: Watermill Center



Munnen:
”Om tyst läsning låter läsaren be-
härska texten så låter högläsning 
omvänt texten behärska läsaren.”

Örat:
Den läsande munnen lyder. Men 
vad händer i en lyssnande kropp? 
Detta underlivliga sinne som har 
makten att föra talaren bakom 
ljuset, som bakom ett orörligt yttre 
kan flacka runt, oåtkomligt. Örat 
går inte att koppla som munnen går 
att koppla. En lyssnare kan vara 
där, utan att vara där.

Munnen:
Läsaren – en textens undersåte

Munnen:
”Att läsa upp bokens ord med sin 
egen röst innebär att rent kropps-
ligt underkasta sig dem.”
Jag lyfte orden ur kroppen, drog 
ljuden, sköt dom framför mig, 
bar hela meningar, satte ner dom, 
lyfte upp igen. Tidigare har jag 
inte upplevt högläsning som ett 
fysisk arbete – nu var jag instrue-
rad att stanna med varje mening, 
”låta den ge mig något”, förstå och 
förankra den samtidigt som jag 
uttalade den – paradoxalt nog blev 

texten genom detta mer materiell 
för mig.
Vad väger ett ord?

Örat:
Vara där, utan att vara där. Var 
går gränsen mellan att höra och 
att lyssna? Är den gränsen en 
händelse?
Den här gången fick vi en uttalad 
tillåtelse att vika av, behövde inte 
följa texten, inte kedja örat vid 
munnen – vi kommer tillbaka, ”du 
kan ta det nästa gång”.
En gång hittade jag denna mening, 
jag minns inte var: ”Mouths 
”happen” as they speak”. ”Händer” 
örat först när det lyssnar? Var 
befinner det sig när det ”bara” hör?

Örat:
Om läsandet är våldsamt, en under-
kastelseakt – vad är lyssnandet?

Munnen:
Ett öra är en lömsk plats.

Örat:
Lyssnandet är ofta illojalt.

Örat:
Gång på gång drev jag, irrade, 
avvek: gång på gång kom jag till-

baka, till en annan text, en annan 
innehållsort – ett lyssnande 
misbehaves, och skapar genom 
det glapp och revor där ett 
annat narrativ kan framträda, skevt, 
själviskt, nödvändigt.

Munnen:
En läsande mun är alltid naken, 
medan ett lyssnande öra är klätt.

Munnen:
Det är ansiktet som klär av sig när 
örat vill blotta sig.

Örat:
Jag upphör att lyssna när jag 
lämnar förståelsen, och den upp-
märksamhet som föregår den. 
Nu hör jag rösten, men jag möter 
den inte. Jag glider. Orden är hala.

Örat:
Om det finns en grimma som tex-
ten sätter på läsarens mun och 
leder, så finns det ändå inget som 
kan få lyssnandet att lyda. Den 
fråga som vill ställa örat mot väg-
gen: förstår du? går ändå som en 
bumerang tillbaka till munnen 
– det är den som får redogöra. 

Eller till ansiktet, som har klätt på 
sig förståelse; eller till ansiktet, 
som förståelsen har klätt av.

Örat:
Här, där vi inte behöver knäa 
under behovet att förstå. Här, där 
språket också är ljud. Och vi hör, 
som en händelse.
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En läsande mun är alltid naken av Moa Franzén 

Citat ur Thomas Götselius 
”Själens medium: Skrift och sub
jekt i Nordeuropa omkring 1500”
Texten skrevs på uppdrag av 
Köttinspektionen Dans som en 
konstnärlig dokumentation av 
en koreograferad läsecirkel ledd 
av Sandra Lolax, 2016.


